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this functionality allows a user to change the repeat rate of the dst features on a per track basis. repeat can be defined as a new track is created for every block of the selected repeat rate. examples: repeat every 3 seconds, repeat every 5 seconds. not
available on the uad-2. drivers on all supported uad-2 hardware devices enable the internal application interface for the uad-2. it allows external devices to communicate with the uad-2 by connecting to the internal mmc communication port. this

external interface is normally unavailable, but drivers open it. external communication is based on the ios.framework. both mixer units can handle one or more stereo pairs (2 individual tracks). all active parameters can be saved with each track, which
makes it possible to instantly recall your favorite settings and to load them back at a later time. all user interface elements on the monitor unit can be scaled as well. two external inputs can be connected to the monitor unit, one for each stereo channel.

two external outputs can be selected for each stereo channel as well. the uad-2 features great performance when tracking with many formats at once, including the expanded formats of wav, aif, and sbe. the unit also provides for the recording of
multiple formats, such as wav, aif, sbe, alac and flac (for more detail, see the "format support" section below. the new uad-2 supports mp3, wma, ogg, flac, aiff and aac in file format. not to be missed are additional supported formats, such as aac in aac-

x, mp4, and mov formats; the expanded format of sbe/remm; as well as support for.ape music files.
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the client variant of alsa does not support high-channel-count features, including 6.1 or 7.1 audio. if
the receiver supports high-channel-count output, the client alsa should be configured to not support
high-channel-count features. the client alsa does not support high-channel-count features, including

6.1 or 7.1 audio. if the receiver supports high-channel-count output, the client alsa should be
configured to not support high-channel-count features. the dbx soundtrap is a classic with a modern
update. soundtrap generates spatial audio with true surround-sound. the soundtrap can be used with

all audio applications including virtual instruments, games, and software daws. by placing your
sound sources all around the listener, the soundtrap works with your stereo mix to create a natural
3d soundfield. introducing the new ls-2 channel linker - a revolutionary way of linking two or more
external audio sources together via bluetooth. the ls-2 features four independent usb inputs, full

analog level control on every input, plus eight-step eq on each channel. the ls-2 is perfect for
building mono to quad configurations on a single stage or for linking together two or more powered
pa systems. rs-1r - the system microphone matrix is a 4x4 audio mixer with parametric equalization,
gain controls and a multitude of inputs. the rs-1r is compatible with standalone computers, laptops
and live consoles. the rs-1r is now available for mac in a physical standalone form, and has been

fully integrated into the driverrack soundcard lineup. contact our sales team for pricing and
availability. 5ec8ef588b
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